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WELCOME TO 2018
SELECT is constantly seeking to create products on the basis of originality with our 
experienced innovative look. This year is no exception.
 
Development means the world to us, and we are proud to introduce a new design 
of the entire range of soccer balls. SELECT’s identity is maintained with the classic 
white as the base color while powerful and visible colors have been added to the 
design in order to create a dynamic and contemporary expression. The new design 
with colored edges provides an even more stable flight and increases the visibility 
of the ball to players, goalkeepers and spectators. In the development process, we 
received valuable feedback from professional league players, youth players and a 
kicker coach, and we have had full training sessions with a professional goalkeeper 
to test the ball’s visibility in the air.
 
In the USA SELECT is the official match ball of the NAIA and NJCAA as well as 
several High School State Adoptions and Conferences nationwide. In Europe 
SELECT is the official match ball supplier for the Danish national team, the Belgian 
league, the Danish league and first division, the Norwegian league, the Finnish 
league, the Icelandic league and the Swedish league and first division. Our BRIL-
LANT SUPER is also supplied to a vast number of teams and federations around 
the world. Furthermore, our German subsidiary DERBYSTAR is the official match 
ball supplier for the Dutch league and the German Bundesliga. The Bundesliga is 
ranked as one of the world’s best soccer leagues by FIFA.
 
In addition to the soccer balls, SELECT’s goalkeeper gloves with optimum fit meets
the demands from both the professionals and the upcoming young talents. 

The exciting sport of futsal is growing fast and our range of balls suitable for futsal 
is massive.
 
We are very excited about our new products and partnerships. We are player’s 
choice and our ongoing mission is to develop high quality products for all players.
 
We hereby welcome you to our catalog for 2018.

Products available from July 1st, 2018.





THE ORIGINAL 32 PANEL 
BALL CONSTRUCTION
Every single soccer, handball and futsal ball from SELECT is based on the 
revolution from 1962, where our founder, Eigil Nielsen, invented a ball made 
of 32 panels. The overriding desire was to create the most reliable ball with 
the most predictable, straight flight and a bounce neither too high nor too low.
 
It was impossible to make a perfectly round ball with just 18 panels, which 
was the standard construction of a ball in the past. With the 32 panels - 20 
hexagons and 12 pentagons - SELECT succeeded in creating the roundest 
ball ever seen. Later, a group of American scientists won the Nobel Prize for 
discovering that the molecules of carbon with a special irradiation organize 
themselves as a complete round ball - something Eigil Nielsen had already 
discovered and realized in his soccer ball with 32 panels, why the reinvention 
was named “the soccer ball molecule”.

A ball with optimum roundness is essential to obtain reliable aerodynamic
- a straight flight and a controlled bounce. Our finest soccer ball, BRILLANT
SUPER, has just been thoroughly tested in a wind tunnel at the Institute of
Health & Sports Science at the University in Tsukuba, Japan. The results
show that BRILLANT SUPER has a better aerodynamic than other top balls
in the market. The ball’s classic construction with 32 panels means that the 
ball meets resistance at a later point in its trajectory through the air, thus
retaining a steady, high speed over a longer period of time. This provides a 
stable and more predictable flight – highly valued by all soccer players.
 
All of our balls today are still based on Eigil Nielsen’s original invention of the 
32 panel ball construction, as we never compromise on quality, playability 
or durability.



SOCCER BALLS
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HIDDEN BEHIND THE ELEGANT EXTERIOR

A SELECT ball will last for a very long
time if these instructions are followed:
1. Straighten the ball out as best as
possible.

2. Shake the ball so that the bladder is
hanging loosely and vertically beneath 
the valve hole.

4. Inflate the ball with a SELECT pump. 
It is important that the bladder is in the 
vertical position as shown here. Always 
remember to use the nipple.

5. Use a SELECT pressure gauge to 
check if the ball has the recommended 
pressure (see recommendation on 
the ball).

6. Clean the ball with a brush and tepid 
water. Dry the ball with a cloth. Place 
the ball in a ventilated room with a 
temperature of 59 - 68 degrees.

3. Allow 1 - 2 drops of SELECT valve oil 
to drip into the valve hole. Remember 
to oil the ball regularly so that the valve 
doesn’t dry out.

Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long. An 
optimally round soccer ball consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons 
and 20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 630 double stitch-
es and 60 corner stitches and are closed off - especially for SELECT - with 
a doubleknot. The ball lasts longer this way.

Hidden behind the elegant exterior of the balls in our Pro and Club Series is 
a Zero-Wing bladder made of high performance natural latex. The concept 
has been developed to ensure that not only the ball but also the bladder is 
as round as possible. We solely use latex bladders in our pro-level and high 
performance soccer balls with built in balance point at the opposite side of 
the valve hole. This, together with the Zero-Wing concept, ensures a per-
fectly balanced ball with a very lively bounce.

To stabilize the ball and ensure it remains round, the 32 panels are lined with 
several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness and 
to stabilize the panels to ensure the perfect shape of the ball.

The outer layer of the ball is made of synthetic leather in polyurethane (PU).  
The surface of this material can be either ”shiny”, ”grain” or “pattern”.
The backside is made of either PU microfiber or normal PU fibers.
Combined this gives a strong material with consistent softness

High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes a 
stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here, they are tested 
for roundness, circumference, bounce, weight, air retention, color printing 
and stitching. Our standards for quality are the highest in the industry and 
the balls are of course tested and approved according to FIFA and IMS 
standards.

SELECT provides at least a 1-year stitching and roundness guarantee 
for each soccer ball - and a 3-year guarantee for the top ball, BRILLANT
SUPER.

Ball size Circumference Normal weight

3 59.5 - 60.5 cm 320 - 340 g.

4 64.0 - 65.5 cm 340 - 350 g.

5 68.6 - 71.1 cm 396 - 453 g.



THE HISTORY BEHIND THE 
SELECT BRILLANT SUPER
- THE WORLD’S FINEST SOCCER BALL

Hiding behind the exclusive exterior of the
BRILLANT SUPER is a soccer ball that has been 
manufactured using specially developed Japanese 
TEIJIN microfiber. A thoroughly tested feeling of 
liveliness and lightness has been achieved without 
compromising the thickness of the material. The 
excellent qualities such as control and stability, 
which have always been main characteristics for the 
BRILLANT SUPER, have naturally been maintained.

The material might be Japanese but 
the BRILLANT SUPER is produced, 
as always, by our long-term supplier 
in Pakistan. The soccer ball is hand-
sewn and manufactured using high 

quality materials from the inside to the outside. The 
patented “Zero-Wing” bladder by SELECT ensures 
that the ball is constantly balanced when traveling 
through the air and a Double-Lock valve keeps the 
ball suitably airtight.

The combination of a specially manufactured
underlining of finely woven cotton and polyester, 
together with the ultra thin and extremely flexible 
microfiber, gives the soccer ball an extra softness 
that makes it easier to kick than before.

The extremely durable TEIJIN microfiber material
ensures that the soccer ball maintains its high 
quality and round shape and absorbs an absolute 
minimum amount of water.

8 PRO SERIES / PRO LEVEL

BRILLANT SUPER NAIA
SELECT Brillant Super is the state of the art soccer ball. Strong on grass 
and turf in all kinds of weather conditions. True flight, perfect balance and 
the soft yet firm touch that lets you hone your skills to perfection. 

• Official ball for NAIA. NFHS approved
• Teijin microfiber synthetic leather, 3-layer underlining, zero wing latex 

bladder 
• Best material on the market
• 32 panel hand stitched technology ensures straight flight.
• 3 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue/red 5 3010502013 $145.00

BRILLANT SUPER NFHS
• NFHS and NCAA approved

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue/red 5 0117066746 $150.00

BRILLANT SUPER
Our best soccer ball in high quality materials with a new powerful and 
cutting-edge design improves the visibility. 
• Special developed Teijin microfiber synthetic leather combined with an 

optimized 3-layer underlining.
• Patented Zero-Wing bladder gives the ball an improved and more lively 

bounce - and an even lighter and softer touch than before. 
• The outer material and the underlying foam gives the ball a light touch 

and a comfortable softness. 
• The construction with 32 hand-stitched panels with an exclusive, golf 

ball textured surface for high friction and a stable flight, ensure a stable 
flight and that the ball stays perfect round after thousands of kicks. 

• 3 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue/red 5 0115901444 $160.00

BRILLANT SUPER
Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow w/blue/red 5 0115901555 $160.00



SUPER FIFA
A very good match ball, only surpassed by the Brillant Super.
Newly developed 1.6mm microfiber synthetic leather with structure
combined with a 3-layer underlining and SELECT’s patented
zero-wing bladder.
• FIFA-Approved and meet also the NFHS and NCAA regulations
• The 32-panels hand sewn technology ensures the optimal and
 true flight
• Official Ball of the NJCAA
• 3 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black 5 0115567922 $100.00
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SUPER FIFA
Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow w/black 5 0115567923 $100.00

select-sport.com/us

BRILLANT SUPER
Outstanding quality. Controlled bounce. Extreme durability.
Full control and stability. Optimal roundness. Perfect touch.
Official match ball of the NAIA.

select-sport.co
m/us

SUPER FIFA
Outstanding quality. Controlled bounce. Extreme durability.

Full control and stability. Optimal roundness. Perfect touch.

Official match ball of the NJCAA.



1906                2006
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In the USA SELECT is the official match ball of the NAIA and NJCAA as well as several High School State Adoptions and Conferences nationwide. In Europe SELECT
is the official match ball supplier for the Danish national team, the Belgian league, the Danish league and first division, the Norwegian league, the Finnish league, the
Icelandic league and the Swedish league and first division. Our BRILLANT SUPER is also supplied to a vast number of teams and federations around the world.
Furthermore, our German subsidiary DERBYSTAR is the official match ball supplier for the Dutch league and the German Bundesliga. The Bundesliga is ranked as
one of the world’s best soccer leagues by FIFA.

SPONSORSHIPS IN THE WORLD OF SOCCER

Íslenskur Toppfótbolti



Official ball in the best league
ÚRVALSDEILD  - ICELAND               

Official ball in the Women’s best league
SERIE A – WOMEN’S SOCCER LEAGUE - ITALY

Official ball in the best league
VEIKKAUSLIIGA - FINLAND

Official ball in the best league
ALLSVENSKAN - SWEDEN

OFFICIAL LEAGUE
MATCH BALLS

Official ball in the best league
ALKA SUPERLIGAEN - DENMARK

Official ball in the best league
JUPILER PRO LEAGUE - BELGIUM

Official ball in the best league
EREDIVISIE - HOLLAND

Official ball in the best league
ELITESERIEN - NORWAY

Official ball in the best league
BUNDESLIGA - GERMANY
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ROYALE
You get a soft, firm, reliable and extremely durable soccer ball that com-
petitors would double the price. Comes in 5 colors to meet any club or 
school color. The perfect match ball for club, college or high school.
• Value for the money          
• 1.8 mm PU cover with zero-wing latex bladder for optimal bounce
• 3 year warranty
• Meets NFHS and NCAA regulations

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black 5 0125566903 $75.00

ROYALE

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/green 5 0125566902 $75.00

ROYALE

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue 4 0124566901 $75.00 
White w/blue 5 0125566901 $75.00

ROYALE
Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/red 5 0125566904 $75.00

ROYALE
Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/maroon 5 0125566905 $75.00
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NEW DUAL BONDED PRODUCTION METHOD
A newly developed method in soccer ball production is ready to be presented:
Dual Bonded is the name - DB in short.

Two editions of the new production method is available in our soccer ball range this year.

The first edition our newly developed dual bonded production method is used in the new soccer ball 
called BLAZE DB.

The construction of this ball consist of a 
PU-material laminated with 3 mm foam. Next, 
two layers of textile underlining are laminated to 
the foam layer to add stability. The panels are 
then printed with 3 mm edge glue and stitched 
by hand. In the heat mold the glue is activated 
to hide the stitches. Next, the seam sealing is 
done by hand. The glue in the seams reduces 
the water uptake significantly. The bladder in-
side is a SR-bladder with excellent air retention. 
The result is a soccer ball with stability, control 
and a softer touch compared to other balls in 
the range.

The second edition is used in the production of 
TARGET DB – a new soccer ball, which is both 
machine stitched and sealed with glue. The 
construction consists of a PU-material laminat-
ed with 3.5 mm foam. Two layers of textile un-
derlining are then laminated to the foam layers 
to add stability. Finally, the panels are sealed 
with 3 mm edge glue and stitched together. The 
glue is activated in the heat mold to hide the 
stitches and the seam sealing is done by hand. 
By using glue in the sealing of the seams, the 
water uptake is reduced significantly.

Inside the ball, a SR-bladder with excellent air retention is chosen. The combination of both bladder 
and production method results in a soccer ball with a soft touch, a higher bounce and faster than the 
rest of our range.

BLAZE DB
Dual Bonded panels – both hand-stitched and sealed with heat activated 
glue – for less water uptake and added durability. Subtle texture combined 
with a soft touch and reactive bounce for a lively feel.
• IMS and NFHS Approved Match and Training Ball

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black/lime 5 0275251018 $60.00

TARGET DB
Dual Bonded panels – both machine-stitched and sealed with heat ac-
tivated glue – for less water uptake and added durability. Subtle texture 
combined with a soft touch and reactive bounce for a lively feel.
• IMS and NFHS Approved Match and Training Ball

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black/orange 5 0285000101 $45.00



NUMERO 10
Color Size Item number MSRP
All white 4 0274150117 $50.00
All white  5 0275150117 $50.00

16 CLUB SERIES / SUPER QUALITY

NUMERO 10
The Numero 10 ball has been around forever due to the touch, the per-
fect flight, and the strength of the material. Perfect for any budget and 
almost impossible to wear out. Numero 10 is our best selling soccer ball. 
Compare to $65+ balls from other brands - Numero 10 will still beat them.
• Optimal Price/performance
• Meets NFHS and NCAA regulations
• PU material laminated with neoprene foam to increase softness
• 32-panel construction combined with golf structured PU-surface       

ensures optimal aerodynamics. 
• With SELECT’s patented zero-wing latex bladder for optimal bounce
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black/gold 4 0274150115 $50.00
White w/black/gold 5 0275150115 $50.00 

NUMERO 10

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/green 5 0275150112 $50.00

NUMERO 10

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/royal blue 5 0275150111 $50.00

NUMERO 10
Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/maroon 5 0275150113 $50.00

NUMERO 10
Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/red 5 0275150114 $50.00



DIAMOND
Great club match and practice ball. IMS Approved (size 5)
• A newly developed all-round ball with extra soft touch.
• Made of a strong and very durable TPU film with lamination of 2mm 

TPE foam, a special constructed underlining 7-wing latex bladder.
• The 32-panels hand sewn technology ensures the optimal and true flight
• 2 year warranty

NUMERO 10 / THE CURE
The same great ball as the Numero 10, but with each purchase of THE 
CURE, SELECT Sport donates $2/ball to the cure of Breast Cancer.

Color Size Item number MSRP
The Cure pink 4 0274966852 $55.00
The Cure pink 5 0275966852 $55.00
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NUMERO 10

Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow w/orange 4 0274150116 $50.00
Yellow w/orange 5 0275150116 $50.00

VIKING 
Great club match and practice ball
• A newly developed all-round ball with extra soft textured touch.
• Made of a strong and durable textured TPU film with 2mm TPE foam
• Special constructed underlining
• The 32-panels hand sewn technology ensures optimal and true flight
• 7-wing latex bladder
• NHFS Approved
• 2 year warranty
• Meets NFHS and NCAA regulations

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/yellow 5 0295000401 $40.00

THOR
Thor is predictable, durable and offers you great value for the money. 
Compare to $50+ balls from other brands. A high quality ball for practice 
or matches on club or high school levels.
• Optimal bounce
• Best quality in the market on the price point
• Meets NFHS and NCAA regulations
• 1.0mm PU cover with 7-wing latex bladder 
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black/silver 4 0264150513 $35.00
White w/black/silver 5 0265150513 $35.00

DIAMOND
Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/red/maroon 5 0295000201 $35.00

White w/blue 4 0294000101 $35.00
White w/blue 5 0295000101 $35.00



CLUB DB
Color Size Item number MSRP
Orange 4 0246066864 $30.00
Orange 5 0256066864 $30.00

CLUB DB
Dual bonded panels - both machine stitched and sealed with glue for less 
water uptake. Great practice ball for high schools with limited budgets or 
for clubs that want to spoil the young players with a real PU ball from the 
start. These balls are priced very competitively compared to the quality. 
• Strong training ball with the famous “true flight” quality from SELECT
• Excellent for all youth levels as well as adults on limited budgets
• 3mm TPU cover laminated with foam to increase softness
• SR bladder used to keep weight and secure optimal air retention
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue 3 0236066860 $30.00 
White w/blue 4 0246066860 $30.00
White w/blue 5 0256066860 $30.00

18 CLUB SERIES / TRAINING BALLS

CLUB DB

Color Size Item number MSRP
All white 3 0236066866 $30.00
All white 4 0246066866 $30.00
All white 5 0256066866 $30.00

CLUB DB

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black 5 0256066862 $30.00

CLUB DB
Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/green 5 0256066861 $30.00

CLUB DB
Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/red 5 0256066863 $30.00
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CLUB DB / THE CURE
The same great ball as the CLUB DB, but with each purchase of THE 
CURE, SELECT Sport donates $1/ball to the cure of Breast Cancer.

Color Size Item number MSRP
CURE White w/pink 4 0246066865 $35.00
CURE White w/pink 5 0256066865 $35.00



Why SELECT’s Turf Specific Soccer Balls?
Increasing Number of Turf Fields
Across the country, more and more organizations are utilizing synthetic turf surfaces 
that claim to deliver a “grass-like” experience. There is no denying the benefits that 
these types of surfaces deliver to youth and adult soccer players.
However, soccer players can testify to some of the harsh characteristics of artificial 
surfaces:
• Synthetic surfaces can cause a standard ball to skip and roll more quickly than it 

would on a grass surface.
• The rubber filling and synthetic fibers can cause a standard ball to peel and rip 

from regular use.

What Makes SELECT’s Turf Series Different?
SELECT’s commitment to innovation and quality has led to the development of the 
FPUG material used on SELECT Turf Series balls. FPUG is an extremely durable yet 
soft casing that improves the life of your soccer ball while ensuring natural playing 
characteristics. 

ALL of SELECT’s Turf Series balls are 100% hand-sewn. By hand-sewing (versus
machine-stitching or using glues), SELECT has ensured that these balls will maintain 
their shape and offer exceptional durability. 

NO GRASS?
NO PROBLEM
Designed to outperform and outlast
the competition on artificial turf surfaces

TURF
• Strong training ball for turf or hard ground surfaces
• Excellent for all youth levels as well as adults on a limited budget
• 1.0mm Grain PU cover with 7-wing latex bladder for optimal bounce
• NFHS Approved
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue/green 4 0246066867 $35.00
White w/blue/green 5 0256066867 $35.00
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CAMPO
Color Size Item number MSRP
Orange 3 0388388785 $20.00
Orange 4 0388488785 $20.00
Orange 5 0388588785 $20.00

CAMPO
Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow 3 0388388784 $20.00
Yellow 4 0388488784 $20.00
Yellow 5 0388588784 $20.00

LIGA
Soft and Lively Practice Ball.
• Bright New Colors, Great for Retail
• Newly developed entry level practice ball with super soft touch
• Strong and durable TPU film with TPE foam backing
• Butyl bladder for great air retention
• 32 panel machine-sewn construction
• 1 year stitching warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow/orange 4 0394870787 $25.00
Yellow/orange 5 0395870787 $25.00

CAMPO
Great premium camp and recreational ball for grass.
• Newly developed PVC-composite with improved softness, bounce and 

durability.
• Butyl bladder for better air retention
• Machine stitched 32-panel construction

Color Size Item number MSRP
White 3 0388388783 $20.00
White 4 0388488783 $20.00
White 5 0388588783 $20.00



ONE PLAYER, ONE BALL. ONLY BY SELECT.

It’s both important and expensive for every team to 
have good training balls. Now SELECT makes this 
easier - as the first in the USA - by introducing the 
Player’s Number-concept.

On all of SELECT’s most popular Club and Training
balls, we have implemented a white-on-black
digital 88-panel. Each player can then with a black 
permanent marker ‘erase’ the white elements of the 
digital 88, and thereby create his/her own Player’s 
Number. Thereafter it’s very easy to recognize his/
her own ball, and get it back home after training. 
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LOW BOUNCE FOR OPTIMUM CONTROL
Common to all our balls is that the quality is high and the durability long. An 
optimally round futsal ball consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons 
and 20 hexagons. The 32 panels are sewn together using 630 double stitches 
and 60 corner stitches and are closed off - especially for SELECT - with a 
doubleknot. The ball lasts longer this way.

Hidden behind the elegant exterior of the futsal balls hides a specially
developed butyl bladder with microfibres inside. That ensures a very
reliable low bounce compared to a normal soccer ball making it much
easier to control. All our balls have a butyl valve inside covered by foam
to avoid the bladder from puncturing when inflating the ball.

To stabilize the ball and ensure it remains round, the 32 panels are lined with 
several layers of textile material. The lining helps to adjust the softness and 
improves the contact between the ball and the foot. 

The outer layer of the ball is made of synthetic leather in polyurethane (PU).  
The surface of this material can be either ”shiny”, ”grain” or “pattern” and 
consists of lots of PU fibers. Combined this gives a strong surface with
consistent softness.

High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes 
a stringent test at our production facilities in Pakistan. Here they are tested 
for stitching, surface, roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and 
color printing. Even the bladders are inflated to ensure perfect balance. 

Our standards for quality are the highest in the industry and exceed FIFA’s 
regulations for the best match balls. The balls are of course tested and
approved according to FIFA and IMS standards.

Circumference Weight

Senior

FIFA Approved (Super) 62.5 - 63.5 cm 410 - 430g

IMS & SELECT 62.0 - 64.0 cm 400 - 440g

Junior

SELECT U-13/Junior 57.0 - 59.0 cm 350 - 370g

SELECT U-11 52.5 - 54.5 cm 300 - 320g

SELECT U-9 49.5 - 51.5 cm 260 - 280g

SELECT SPORT AMERICA
IS THE PROUD SPONSOR OF:



FUTSAL MIMAS
• FUTSAL MIMAS 
• IMS Approved and Official Ball of USFF 
• The perfect training and match ball
• Perfect touch and balance. Low bounce for perfect control
• Shiny and patterned surface. 1.0 mm PU synthetic leather with great 

abrasion qualities
• Hand sewn 32-panel-technology ensures optimal bounce and playing 

characteristics
• Comes with butyl bladder for better air retention 
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow Senior 1450030100 $49.00

FUTSAL MASTER GRAIN
• 1.5 mm Grain PU synthetic leather means high quality and strong dura-

bility on turf and hardwood surfaces

Color Size Item number MSRP
Grain White Sr 14-500-201-01 $65.00

FUTSAL SUPER
Color Size Item number MSRP
Orange Senior 1450010101 $89.00

26  FUTSAL SERIES

FUTSAL SUPER
• FIFA Approved and Official Match Ball of USFF
• Highest quality for professional matches
• A unique shiny surface gives the ball optimal speed conditions
• Perfect touch and balance. Low bounce for perfect control
• Exclusive Korean PU synthetic leather 1.9 mm
• Hand sewn 32-panel-technology ensures optimal bounce and playing 

characteristics
• Comes with butyl bladder for better air retention
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White Pearl Senior 1450010100 $89.00

FUTSAL MASTER SHINY
• IMS Approved and Official Ball of USFF
• The perfect training and match ball
• Perfect touch and balance. Low bounce for perfect control
• 1.5 mm PU synthetic leather means high quality and strong durability
• Hand sewn 32-panel-technology ensures optimal bounce and playing 

characteristics
• Comes with butyl bladder for better air retention 
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
Shiny Green Sr 14-500-201-00 $65.00



FUTSAL SAMBA
• Match and training ball.
• IMS Approved
• New training ball made of extremely soft and durable TPU material with a 

foam backing.
• 32 panel hand-sewn construction for added durability and perfect shape.
• Specially designed low bounce butyl bladder
• Circumference: 62-64 cm.
• Weight: 400-440 g

Color Size Item number MSRP
White/Yellow/Green Senior 1460050520 $30.00

WHAT IS FUTSAL?
Futsal is an extremely intense and emotional game and 
therefore also exciting to watch. Besides the fast pace, 
more goals are scored and there are more shots on 
goal than in traditional soccer. The surface, the ball and 
the rules demand improvisation, creativity and fine 
technique of all five players on each team.

The nature of the game of futsal places a large emphasis 
on technical skill and ability in situations of high pres-
sure. It is subsequently an excellent breeding ground 
for soccer competencies that can be translated into the 
11-a-side format of the game. Many top soccer players 
such as Pelé, Ronaldinho, Kaka, Messi and Ronaldo all 
played futsal in their youth to develop their current 
skills.

Futsal is a fast-growing sport, widely played across the 
world and officially recognized by both UEFA and FIFA 
aiming to make it even more popular in the future.

PRESSURE TECHNIQUE

CONTROL

GOALS

REACTIONS

PASSION



FUTSAL JINGA TURF
• FPUG 1300 synthetic leather. Very durable due to the Grain PU-material

FUTSAL JINGA

Color Size Item number MSRP
Orange Jr 14-600-502-10 $39.00
Orange Sr 14-600-502-00 $39.00

FUTSAL MAGICO
• IFPUG 1100 synthetic leather with optimized underlining. Very durable 

due to the Grain PU-material
• A great practice ball
• Low bounce for perfect control
• Hand sewn 32-panel-technology ensures optimal bounce and flight
• Comes with butyl bladder for better air retention 
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
Grain White Jr 14-600-504-10 $35.00
Grain White Sr 14-600-504-00 $35.00
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FUTSAL JINGA
• FPUS 1300 synthetic leather
• The perfect training ball
• Low bounce for perfect control
• Hand sewn 32-panel-technology ensures optimal bounce and flight
• Comes with butyl bladder for better air retention 
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White Jr 14-600-501-10 $39.00
White Sr 14-600-501-00 $39.00

FUTSAL MAGICO

Color Size Item number MSRP
Shiny Orange Sr 14-600-505-00 $35.00
Shiny Orange Jr 14-600-505-10 $35.00

Color Size Item number MSRP
White Senior 14-600-503 $39.00
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FUTSAL TALENTO 9
• Durable TPU film with a lamination of TPE foam and a perfectly 

matched underlining.
• The perfect juniors/beginners ball developed in close cooperation with 

a very well known and respected Brazilian futsal coach 
• Low bounce for perfect control
• Hand sewn 32-panel-technology ensures optimal bounce and playing 

characteristics
• Comes with butyl bladder for better air retention 
• 1 year warranty

Color Circumference Item number MSRP
White/Red 49.5 - 51.5 cm 14-700-506-00 $25.00

FUTSAL TALENTO 11

Color Circumference Item number MSRP
White/Purple 52.5 - 54.5 cm 14-700-506-01 $25.00

FUTSAL TALENTO 13

Color Circumference Item number MSRP
White/Blue 57.0 - 59.0 cm 14-700-506-02 $25.00
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INDOOR SPEED
• Specially made ball for wood floors
• Very fast and light ball
• Made of felt
• 1 year unlimited warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow w/green 4 1064403054 $50.00
Yellow w/green 5 1065403054 $50.00

STREET KICKER
• Technique and goalkeeper training ball.
• Made in soft, shiny PVC material.
• The ball has an elastic string and comes back to you after each kick. 

Ideal for technique training as well as ball receiving, shooting, coordi-
nation, and goalkeeper training.

Color Size Item number MSRP
Orange 4 2055297669 $25.00

STREET SOCCER
• For games and play on the street
• Regular bounce – made of soft rubber material
• One size: 4 ½
• 1 year unlimited warranty 

Color Size Item number MSRP
Orange w/green 4 ½ 2055297670 $35.00
Green w/orange 4 ½ 2055297671 $35.00

BEACH SOCCER
• Machine-sewn Extra Soft TPU casing with TPE foam
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
Yellow/green 5 2095000802 $30.00

1950 LEATHER
• Real leather – made exactly like we made it back in the 1950’s
• Will get very heavy in rain and on wet surfaces
• Excellent ball for prizes, etc.
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
Brown leather 5 0115100555 $85.00

GRANDE TRAINER
• Oversized ball for wheel chair games or for fun games
• Made of soft PVC with a smooth surface
• Made for grass or wood floors
• 1 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue/red 47.2” 2000214103 $65.00



WEIGHTED GK TRAINER 600G
Great premium camp and recreational ball for grass.
• Perfect for goalkeeper kicking and/or throw out exercises
• Weight is 600 gram or 21.16 ounces
• Normal bounce—use with care
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black/yellow 5 2675000602 $65.00

WEIGHTED GK TRAINER 1000G
• Perfect for training goalkeepers’ throw outs
• Weight is 1000 gram or 35.27 ounces
• Normal bounce—do not kick due to risk of injury
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/black/orange 5 2675001002  $65.00

GOALIE REFLEX TRAINER
• Perfect reflex training ball
• Unpredictable bounce
• Special durable cover
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/teal 5 2665011878  $55.00

COLPO DI TESTA
• Header training ball
• Special soft material—pleasant to touch
• Cord fixed to crossbar
• 2 year warranty

Color Size Item number MSRP
White w/blue 5 2689601004  $45.00
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MINI BALL
• Soccer balls for kids or special events

Color Size Item number MSRP
Brillant Super replica: White 18.5” 2015910005  $10.00
Brillant Super replica: Yellow 18.5” 2015910004 $10.00
Numero 10: All white 18.5” 2004700800  $10.00
The Cure: Pink 18.5” 2004700780 $10.00
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FLORIDA LS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5320001100 $40.00
 Youth M 5320001200 $40.00
 Youth L 5320001300 $40.00
 S 5320001400 $40.00
 M 5320001500 $40.00
 L 5320001600 $40.00
 XL 5320001700 $40.00
 XXL 5320001800  $40.00

GOALKEEPER WEAR
Our new line of goalkeeper wear is made of top quality, highly durable 100% interlock polyester, 145 g/m2. The cloth is quick drying, and has been designed for a 
comfortable and athletic fit. The long sleeve jerseys have 10mm foam padding on the elbows and forearms. The shorts are made with built-in briefs.

FLORIDA SS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5330001100 $35.00
 Youth M 5330001200 $35.00
 Youth L 5330001300 $35.00
 S 5330001400 $35.00
 M 5330001500 $35.00
 L 5330001600 $35.00
 XL 5330001700 $35.00
 XXL 5330001800 $35.00

FLORIDA SHORTS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5440001100 $25.00
 Youth M 5440001200 $25.00
 Youth L 5440001300 $25.00
 S 5440001400 $25.00
 M 5440001500 $25.00
 L 5440001600 $25.00
 XL 5440001700 $25.00
 XXL 5440001800 $25.00

OHIO LS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5360001100 $40.00
 Youth M 5360001200 $40.00
 Youth L 5360001300 $40.00
 S 5360001400 $40.00
 M 5360001500 $40.00
 L 5360001600 $40.00
 XL 5360001700 $40.00
 XXL 5360001800 $40.00

OHIO SS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5370001100 $35.00
 Youth M 5370001200 $35.00
 Youth L 5370001300 $35.00
 S 5370001400 $35.00
 M 5370001500 $35.00
 L 5370001600 $35.00
 XL 5370001700 $35.00
 XXL 5370001800 $35.00

OHIO SHORTS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5460001100 $25.00
 Youth M 5460001200 $25.00
 Youth L 5460001300 $25.00
 S 5460001400 $25.00
 M 5460001500 $25.00
 L 5460001600 $25.00
 XL 5460001700 $25.00
 XXL 5460001800  $25.00
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FLORIDA LS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5340001100 $40.00
 Youth M 5340001200 $40.00
  Youth L 5340001300 $40.00
 S 5340001400 $40.00
 M 5340001500 $40.00
  L 5340001600 $40.00
 XL 5340001700 $40.00
  XXL 5340001800 $40.00

FLORIDA SS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5350001100 $35.00
 Youth M 5350001200 $35.00
 Youth L 5350001300 $35.00
 S 5350001400 $35.00
 M 5350001500 $35.00
 L 5350001600 $35.00
 XL 5350001700 $35.00
 XXL 5350001800 $35.00

FLORIDA SHORTS
 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5450001100 $25.00
 Youth M 5450001200 $25.00
 Youth L 5450001300 $25.00
 S 5450001400 $25.00
 M 5450001500 $25.00
 L 5450001600 $25.00
 XL 5450001700 $25.00
 XXL 5450001800 $25.00

IOWA GK SHORTS
Our new goalie shorts are made with 100% 
knitted polyester material, 220 g/m2, with 
15mm foam padding on the hips. This makes 
them very durable and comfortable to wear. 

 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5470001100 $30.00
 Youth M 5470001200 $30.00
 Youth L 5470001300 $30.00
 S 5470001400 $30.00
 M 5470001500 $30.00
 L 5470001600 $30.00
 XL 5470001700 $30.00
 XXL 5470001800 $30.00

KANSAS GK ¾ PANTS
Our new goalie ¾ pants are made with 100% 
knitted polyester material, 220 g/m2, with 
15mm foam padding on the hips and knees. 
This makes them very durable and comfortable 
to wear. Elastic leg opening.

 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5480001100 $40.00
 Youth M 5480001200 $40.00
 Youth L 5480001300 $40.00
 S 5480001400 $40.00
 M 5480001500 $40.00
 L 5480001600 $40.00
 XL 5480001700 $40.00
 XXL 5480001800 $40.00

NEVADA GK PANTS
Our new goalie pants are made with 100% knit-
ted polyester material, 220 g/m2, with 15mm 
foam padding on the hips and knees. This 
makes them very durable and comfortable to 
wear. Zipper closing at ankle.

 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5490001100 $45.00
 Youth M 5490001200 $45.00
 Youth L 5490001300 $45.00
 S 5490001400 $45.00
 M 5490001500 $45.00
 L 5490001600 $45.00
 XL 5490001700 $45.00
 XXL 5490001800 $45.00

UTAH GK PANTS
Our new goalie pants are made with 100% 
knitted polyester material, 220 g/m2, with 
with imitation Kevlar foam padding on the 
hips and knees. This makes them very 
durable and comfortable to wear. Zipper 
closing at ankle. 

 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth S 5491001100 $60.00
 Youth M 5491001200 $60.00
 Youth L 5491001300 $60.00
 S 5491001400 $60.00
 M 5491001500 $60.00
 L 5491001600 $60.00
 XL 5491001700 $60.00
 XXL 5491001800 $60.00
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COMPRESSION SLEEVE
Newly developed compression sleeve made of 82% polyamide and 
18% spandex. Special “grippy” silicone pattern on inside of sleeve 
adding kinesiological effect. 4-way stretch provides increased mobility 
and comfort.

 Size Item number MSRP
 S 56-610-01 $35.00
 M 56-610-02 $35.00
 L 56-610-03 $35.00
 XL 56-610-04 $35.00

COMPRESSION SHORTS
Compression shorts made from 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. 
Provide support, stability and minimizes the risk of injury. A 4-way 
stretch provides increased mobility and comfort. The flat seam makes 
the shorts very comfortable to wear.

 Size Item number MSRP
 XS 56-4020-XS $40.00
 S 56-4020-S $40.00  
 M 56-4020-M $40.00  
 L 56-4020-L $40.00  
 XL 56-4020-XL $40.00 

COMPRESSION SHORTS WITH 
PROTECTION
Compression shorts in 80% polyamide and 20% spandex. With pads 
on the hips, thighs and tailbone that protect against blows and falls on 
hard surfaces. 4-way stretch that provides greater mobility and com-
fort. The flat stitch makes the shorts extremely comfortable to wear.

 Size Item number MSRP
 S 56-4210-S $60.00
 M 56-4210-M $60.00
 L 56-4210-L $60.00
 XL 56-4210-XL $60.00
 XXL 56-4210-XXL $60.00
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AIRPRENE FOR 
VENTILATION

1

DEEP 
EMBOSSED 
SOFT LATEX

4

ELASTIC 
INSERT

2

AN ANATOMICAL 
WORK OF ART
With the aid of an Anatomical Fit System the gloves have been designed with a slight bend 
according to the natural gripping position of the hand. Thus ensuring comfort, flexibility 
and movement of the glove in time with the speed of the fingers.

The top model 88 PRO GRIP has an elastic insert between the index finger and thumb for 
optimal freedom of movement. The back of the hand consists of 3 mm deep, embossed 
soft latex making the glove soft and flexible. A wide wrist strap allows a feeling of stability 
and safety in the wrist.

The most important thing of all is of course, the palm. 3mm NOVA Grip Latex guarantees 
a perfect grip in all weather conditions.

Negative Cut is another glove cut - also made of latex to provide constant latex contact
between the hand and the ball. The soft inner material provides optimum comfort,
increases the glove’s flexibility and ensures minimal water absorption when playing in wet 
weather.

PERSONALIZE YOUR GLOVES

On all the gloves in our range, we have made space
to print a name on the wide latex strap. Contact your
local distributor for details.

NOVA GRIP 
LATEX

3

1

2

3

5

4

5



Latex technology
Nova Grip
New latex covered hand surface. Our best 
yet. Provides superb grip in dry weather and 
a significantly improved grip in wet weather 
compared with other types of latex. Ideal for 
professional gloves.

Soft Contact
The special composition of glue mixed with 
latex ensures a strong and reliable grip in all 
weather conditions. Used for professional 
match gloves.

Super Soft
Very soft and durable latex. Well-suited to all 
types of weather. Provides a good grip and 
optimum contact with the ball. Used for pro-
fessional match gloves.

New Basic
Latex palm provides a good grip. Suitable for 
all weather conditions. Durable latex with a 
fantastic grip that makes it suitable for both 
training and match.

Dura Grip
Soft and strong latex for all weather condi-
tions. The latex has a long life, which makes it 
suitable for both training and match.

Ultra Pro
Soft and hard-wearing latex which has been 
specially developed for our best youth gloves. 
Suitable for all weather conditions. Combines 
durability with a fantastic grip.

Flexion Grip
Durable latex developed for youth gloves. 
Suitable for all weather conditions.

Softy
Soft and durable latex - suitable for all weath-
er conditions.

Glove technology
 
Anatomical Fit System
Ensures that the glove is anatomically designed 
to suit a normal hand.

Protec System
With detachable finger support for shot- 
blocking stability.

Flex Control 
Elastic insert for greater mobility and a flexible 
thumb.

Opti W-Support
A wrist bandage and a wrist frame of foam 
enable quick, easy and secure fit and also 
provide support to the wrist.

Negative Cut
A popular glove cut choice that reminds of Flat
Cut. This style of cut also has gussets between
the palm and the backhand. The gussets of the 
88 glove are also made of latex like gloves with 
Roll Finger Cut giving constant latex contact 
between the glove and the ball. Negative Cut 
fits snugger and the fingers are held in place 
giving optimal ball contact when catching. This 
is the most common cut among professionals.

Flat Cut
Traditional glove cut with a flat palm construc-
tion providing a larger area of contact and mak-
ing the glove more flexible. This style of glove 
typically fits looser than many other styles with 
more room for the fingers. Flat Cut is the most 
popular cut used for finger protection gloves.

Hyla Cut 
Hyla cut palm features the best aspects of roll 
cut and flat cut. Latex rolled around individual 
finger tips for snug fit and feel combined with a 
flat style palm that gives the fingers increased 
comfort and breathability. This unique fit and 
feel allows the user to have the great fit of roll 
finger while providing enough room to utilize 
finger protection.

Types of cuts

SIZE HAND LENGTH

Youth size 13 cm

4 14 cm

5 14.5 cm

6 15.25 cm

7 16 cm

8 16.5 cm

Adult size

7 16 cm

8 17.5 cm

9 18 cm

10 18.5 cm

11 19 cm

Glove size
Measure the length of the hand as shown 
and find suggested sizes in the size chart 
below.



88 PRO GRIP
• 3 mm Deep Embossed Soft Latex provides a soft and flexible glove. 
• New 3mm NOVA Grip Latex guarantees a perfect grip in all weathers. 
• The inner Airprene material provides optimum comfort, increases the 

glove’s flexibility and ensures minimal water absorption when playing 
in wet weather. 

• The Anatomical Fit System ensures optimum fit as the glove is
  designed according to the hand’s natural grip position.
• Negative Cut. 
• A wide latex strap provides greater support to the wrist and ensures 

quick, easy and correct adjustment.

 Size Item number MSRP
 07 6018838807 $95.00
 08 6018838808 $95.00
 09 6018838809  $95.00
 10 6018838810 $95.00
 11 6018838811 $95.00

99 with Finger Protection

• Professional match and elite training glove with Finger Protection
• Removable guards for customizable protection of individual fingers.
• The inner Airprene material provides optimum comfort, increases 

the glove’s flexibility and ensures minimal water absorption when 
playing in wet weather.

• Double sided latex palm for unique feel and added layer of grip
• Flat Cut Palm - premium contact latex
• Wide latex strap for greater support and quick, easy adjustments
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 07 6019939907  $110.00
 08 6019939908  $110.00
 09 6019939909  $110.00
 10 6019939910  $110.00
 11 6019939911  $110.00

42 GOALKEEPER GLOVES

We use German Latex for all of our gloves.

66 with Finger Protection

• High level match & training glove with removeable finger protection
• Removable spines for reinforcement and protection of individual     

fingers
• Embossed/Flex Grip Palm - soft latex for excellent feel & flexibility
• Supportive and adjustable latex straps
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 07 6016637607  $70.00
 08 6016637608  $70.00
 09 6016637609 $70.00
 10 6016637610 $70.00
 11 6016637611 $70.00
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33 ALL ROUND with Finger Protection

• All weather training and match glove with Finger Protection
• Flexible spines for added protection and stability
• Hyla Cut Palm
• Dura Grip Latex
• Combines close fitting roll style on finger tips with breathable 

and  comfortable flat cut covering mid-finger and palm
• Supportive and adjustable latex straps
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 07 6013330307 $50.00
 08 6013330308 $50.00
 09 6013330309 $50.00
 10 6013330310 $50.00
 11 6013330311 $50.00

33 HARD GROUND with Finger Protection

• All weather hard ground training and match glove with Finger 
Protection

• Flexible spines for added protection and stability
• Hyla Cut Palm
• Heat treated latex 
• Combines close fitting roll style on finger tips with breathable 

and  comfortable flat cut covering mid-finger and palm
• Supportive and adjustable latex straps
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 07 6013329307  $50.00
 08 6013329308  $50.00
 09 6013329309  $50.00
 10 6013329310  $50.00
 11 6013329311  $50.00

33 CURE with Finger Protection

• Same quality as 33 Glove
• $1 donated per glove to support Breast Cancer
• Flexible spines for added protection and stability
• Hyla Cut Palm
• Dura Grip Latex
• Combines close fitting roll style on finger tips with 

breathable and comfortable flat cut covering mid-finger 
and palm

• Supportive and adjustable latex straps

 Size Item number MSRP
 07 6013331307  $50.00
 08 6013331308  $50.00
 09 6013331309  $50.00
 10 6013331310  $50.00
 11 6013331311 $50.00

We use German Latex for all of our gloves.



32 ALL ROUND
• High quality budget friendly training glove great flexibility and 

comfort
• Flat Cut Palm - Dura Grip Latex
• Supportive and adjustable latex straps
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 07 6013225207  $35.00
 08 6013225208  $35.00
 09 6013225209 $35.00
 10 6013225210 $35.00
 11 6013225211 $35.00

03 YOUTH GUARD
• High quality training and match glove with protection for kids
• Flexible spines for added protection and stability
• Flat Cut Palm - 3mm Flexion Latex
• Easy On/Off wrist opening
• Supportive and adjustable latex straps
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 04 6010324304  $40.00
 05 6010324305  $40.00
 06 6010324306 $40.00
 07 6010324307 $40.00
 08 6010324308 $40.00

03 YOUTH HARD GROUND
• High quality training and match glove with protection for kids
• Flexible spines for added protection and stability
• Flat Cut Palm - heat treated latex designed for artificial turf
• Easy On/Off wrist opening
• Supportive and adjustable latex straps
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 04 6010325304  $40.00
 05 6010325305  $40.00
 06 6010325306 $40.00
 07 6010325307 $40.00
 08 6010325308 $40.00
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We use German Latex for all of our gloves.



02 YOUTH GUARD
• Quality training and match glove for kids
• Flat Cut Palm - 3mm Flexion Latex
• Easy On/Off wrist opening
• Supportive and adjustable latex straps
• New printable strap

 Size Item number MSRP
 04 6010222204  $30.00
 05 6010222205  $30.00
 06 6010222206 $30.00
 07 6010222207 $30.00
 08 6010222208 $30.00

WINTER GLOVE
• High performance winter glove
• Wind stopper polyester material
• Reflective tape
• Neoprene foam on thumb
• PU Sereno material with digital embossment
  on finger tips for better grip

Size  Color Item number MSRP
05-11 Black 60-900-size $25.00
05-11 Black/red 60-100-size $25.00
05-11 Black/blue 60-110-size $25.00
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We use German Latex for all of our gloves.
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48 SHIN GUARDS AND SLEEVES

HIGH SAFE SHIN GUARDS
• Classic shin guards.
• Flexible with strong polypropylene 
• Extra ankle protection and Velcro closure.

 Size Item number MSRP
 XXS 6750001101 $15.00
 XS 6750001102 $15.00
 S 6750001103 $15.00
 M 6750001104 $15.00
 L 6750001105 $15.00

SHIN GUARDS SLEEVE
• Sold in pairs
• Fits great over shin guards
• Very comfortable

 Size Item number MSRP
 Junior 70-009 $6.50 ea.
 Senior 70-010 $6.50 ea.

BALL-STIK
Massage ball for strengthening of the muscles, 
reduction of tension and  myalgia as well as 
minimisation of fat deposits and cellulite.

 Item number MSRP
 2055700997  $45.00

BALL-PUNKTUR
This baseball-sized massage ball for softening sore 
muscles, starting the blood circulation and reduction 
of myalgia. Can be used anywhere and is easy to 
bring along in a bag. Set of two

 Item number MSRP
 2055700997  $30.00

SHIN GUARD STAY
• A clever and simple accessory as an 

alternative to tape
• Helps to keep the shin guard in place

 Color Item number MSRP
 Black 69-778-03-099 $6.00

SHIN GUARD SIZING CHART

 Body Height Size
 1’9”-2’7” Peewee
 2’7”-3’1” XXS
 3’1”-3’11”  XS
 3’11”-4’7” S
 4’7”-5’3” M
 5’3”-5’11” L
 5’11”-6’3” XL

SOCK TAPE
• Elastic tape
• White, black, blue, red, yellow, green, and transparent
• Size: 19mm x 20m
• Sold in packages of 10 rolls each

 Item number MSRP
 6553900-xxx $25.00

HEEL CUP WITH SOFT CENTER SPOT
For increased comfort when running, walking and standing. The Soft 
Center Spot Heel Cup maximises shock absorption. Used especially 
when the heel fat pad is extravasated. Stays in perfect shape. Hand 
washable. 100% silicone gel.
 
 Color Item number MSRP
 S, M, L 70-171-x $20.00
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DUFFLE BALL BAG
• Our best selling ball bag
• Constructed of nylon mesh and 600 denier nylon
• Shoulder strap
• Holds 10-12 inflated balls

 Color Item number MSRP
 Black 70-176-111 $40.00
 Red 70-176-112 $40.00
 Blue 70-176-113 $40.00

BALL NET
• Cost efficient red nylon net
• Holds 10-12 inflated balls

 Item number MSRP
 73-710 $8.00

MULTI PURPOSE BALL BAG
• Very practical ball bag.
• Holds 6 futsal balls or 5 soccer balls.
• Comes with shoulder strap, 6-ball divider and has 

a convenient big outside zipper pocket for papers, 
score book, tactical board etc.

• Comes in black as shown

 Item number MSRP
 7018000111 $45.00

BALL BAG WITH BACKPACK STRAPS
• Made from strong 600 denier nylon with PVC coating
• 2 back straps for easy carrying
• Very durable
• Holds 12 inflated balls

 Item number MSRP
 70-173 $45.00

COACHES MATCH DAY BALL BAG
• A “must have” for the ambitious coach
• Holds 4 game balls in separate compartments
• Also holds all other equipment needed for the game day
• Great quality

 Item number MSRP
 70-177 $55.00

PRO LEVEL CARRY BALL BAG
• Heavy duty polyester ball suitcase
• Holds 10 inflated balls
• Interior stretch net to hold bibs, etc.
• Handles and shoulder straps for carrying

 Item number MSRP
 70-172 $60.00
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STOP WATCH
Multi-function digital timing device 
with battery and lanyard
 
 Item number MSRP
 70-915 $20.00 ea.

REFEREE CARDS
Yellow and red. 
Supplied in packets with one set. 
Set of 6 packets
 
 Item number MSRP
 74-909 $24.00 ea.

48 cm.

 Item number MSRP
 77-813-0211 $2.00 ea.

LANYARD DOUBLE ACTION PUMP 
This hand pump moves twice the volume of air 
than a standard ball pump. Comes with a durable, 
thin plastic needle that resists breakage and will 
not harm your soccer ball valves.

 Item number MSRP
 70-900-111 $15.00 ea.

TACTIC CASE
All games. Includes pieces and pen.
Board size: A4

 Item number MSRP
 72-935 $30.00 ea.

SCORE BOOK
Excellent resource for recording team
and individual match statistics.

 Item number MSRP
 7293600000 $10.00 ea.

BALL PRESSURE GAUGE
Quality European manufacturing gives longer, 
more accurate ball pressure readings. Check valve 
allows air release without removing the gauge to 
ensure accurate readings in Bar.

 Item number MSRP
 70-910-10 $25.00 ea.

Large metal referee whistle.

 Item number MSRP
 77-812 $6.00 ea.

WHISTLE 
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MARKER SET
Includes 12 yellow and 12 red markers and 
holder with fastener. Weight per marker: 50 g.

 Item number MSRP
 74-950 $35.00

Professional slalom pole in unbreakable plastic. 
Length: 160 cm.

 Item number MSRP
 7480300000 $15.00

SLALOM POLE
Carries 13 – 15 slalom poles and corner posts.

 Item number MSRP
 8199200111 $30.00

SLALOM POLES BAG

TRAINING HURDLE
Training hurdle for running and leaping exercises. A 
course can consist of 6 or 8 training hurdles in a row. 
Height of 30 cm.

 Item number MSRP
 7496530444 $15.00

Converts poles for use indoors or on artificial 
grass. Weighted for stability.

 Item number MSRP
 7481000000 $10.00

SLALOM POLE BASE

AGILITY LADDER
6 meters long. Bag Included. 
Connectable for extension.

 Item number MSRP
 7496300555 $60.00

BAG FOR TRAINING HURDLES
Holds up to 10 hurdles.

 Item number MSRP
 8199300111 $30.00



US & CURE KEY RINGS
Mini goalie glove key rings. Sold in sets of 10. 
 
 Color Item number MSRP
 US 60-900-01-x $50.00
 CURE 60-900-01002 $60.00
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WATER BOTTLE
28 oz. water bottle with no-drip top.

 Item number MSRP
 75-210-01 $6.00 ea.

CARRIER
Holds 8 bottles.

 Item number MSRP
 75-210-08 $18.00 ea.

VALVE OIL
Protect your investment by properly taking care of 
your SELECT soccer balls. A drop into the valve two 
or three times a month will keep it soft, clean and 
functioning properly.
 
 Item number MSRP
 70-912 $30.00 10-pk

OVER-VEST TRAINING BIB
Comfortable & economical training bib is 100% heavy duty 
poly mesh and available in six colors and 3 sizes. Horizontal 
white panel allows for logo screening. Machine wash and 
dry. Must be purchased by the dozen.

 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth 688-33 $7.00 ea.
 Junior 688-34 $7.00 ea.
 Senior 688-35 $7.00 ea.

CAPTAIN’S BAND
Adult size (Jr/Sr) has velcro closing and extra
elastics to keep it on the arm. White, black, 
blue, yellow, orange or pink. Child size (Mini) has
traditional elastic closing. Blue, yellow, orange 
and pink. Must purchase in pairs.

 Size Item number MSRP

 Mini 69-778-00-x $5.00 ea.
 Jr/Sr 69-778-02-x $5.00 ea.

REVERSIBLE BIB
Affordable, quality reversible over-vest in a stretch polyester,
with the same SELECT Sport quality you’ll find in all of our 
products. 100% heavy duty poly mesh and available in 3
sizes; Youth, Junior and Senior. Machine wash and dry. Must 
be purchased by the dozen.

 Size Item number MSRP
 Youth 688-53 $10.00 ea.
 Junior 688-54 $10.00 ea.
 Senior 688-55 $10.00 ea.

METAL RING FOR BIBS
For collecting and storing bibs.

 Item number MSRP
 68-999 $3.00
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Take Advantage of Our State of the Art Pad
Printing Machine - Get Logos on a SELECT Ball

• Minimum 75 balls – mix models and
 sizes as you like (size 3, 4 & 5)

• 3-4 weeks lead time

• Up to 4 colors

• Up to 4 stamps

• Low stamp price for each logo

• Ask for a quotation

ADD YOUR LOGO
TO A SELECT BALL

LOGO

GIVE
YOUR 
BRAND
A KICK

Make a Fully Customized Ball in Our Factory

• Minimum 500 balls  - same model but mix sizes

• 20 weeks lead time from signed order  
and approved design

• Up to 4 colors

• Multiple stamps

FULLY CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN
SELECT BALL





LEGENDARY SINCE 1947
SELECT Sport was founded in 1947 by Eigil Nielsen, goalkeeper for the Danish 
national soccer team, who devoted his life to create the perfect ball. The name 
of the company was given because of the exclusive leather that was specially 
selected for the ball production.

By producing many of the ball industry’s groundbreaking creations such as the 
first laceless soccer ball, the first ball with 32 panels and balls made of synthetic 
leather, SELECT naturally became a trendsetter.

Back in 1951, SELECT signed a contract to supply balls for the Danish national
soccer team. This partnership has continued ever since and is one of the
longest in the history of sport. A large number of agreements with
remarkable soccer federations, clubs and players have since been made.

Today, SELECT is known as the ball specialist. Our soccer balls and futsal balls 
can be found in more than 50 countries, and we are the world’s largest supplier 
of handballs. More than three million different SELECT balls are produced each 
year through a close cooperation with Anwar Khawaja Industries in Pakistan.

We have been developing balls for 70 years, and the passion for innovative 
craftsmanship still lives on in our daily work. Soccer, futsal and handball 
matches around the world are played with balls built on Eigil Nielsen’s original 
principle of 32 panels, just as most balls produced worldwide are based on 
SELECT’s inventions.

Eigil Nielsen develops 
his first soccer ball and 
SELECT is born.

1947 SELECT presents the world’s 
first laceless soccer ball.1951 SELECT presents the world’s 

first 32-panel soccer ball.1962 SELECT presents the world’s 
first hand-sewn PU soccer ball.1974 SELECT presents the world’s 

first intelligent soccer ball, 
the SELECT iBall.

2012 SELECT introduces its first 
Dual Bonded range of soccer 
balls.

2017



MOMENTS FROM AN EXTRAORDINARY HISTORY





player’s choiceTM


